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Preface 
Paul trap mass spectrometers are 3 dimensional, 3 electrode devices (conslstmg of a central nng electrode 
and two end cap electrodes) used for mass analysls of unknown samples The electrodes are maduned to have 
a hyperbohc geometry Ions of the analyte gas are trapped between these electrodes when an rf potential ls 
apphed between the rmg electrode and the end cap electrodes Ion motion w t h  the trap s descrrbed by the 
h e a r  Matheu equations and ion stabihty is determuted by two Matheu parameters, a, and q, on a Matheu 
stabAty plot The trapped ions oscdate m the radial and axlal directions wth  characterutic frequencies, 
referred to as the ]on's radial and axlal secular frequencies, whch are dependent on a parameter P, whch 
can be d e t e m e d  from a, and q, Thw thesls addresses two problems related to Ion resonance in weakly 
n o h e a r  Paul traps The first ls the problem related to expenmental obsemt~ons of n o h e a r  resonance 
that causes unexpected eject~on of ions from the normnally stable regon of the Matheu stabihty plot Such 
resonances occur when the secular frequency of the Ion or its overtones match the sideband frequencies, 
whxh m turn occurs due to the mteract~on of the apphed rf drlve frequency mth the secular frequency 
The second problem taken up for lnvestigat~on m thls thesls concerns the behamor of ions during resonance 
eject~on when ion secular frequency ~s brought into resonance wlth an external excltat~on apphed across 
the end cap electrodes Here, we wdl ~nvesti~ate'the specdic problem of Improvement m mass resolution m 
resonant excltatlon experiments 
T2lls thes~s has been &vlded lnto five Chapters Chapter 1 gves a brief mtroduct~on to Paul traps 
Flrst, an ovemew of the trap operation has been presented Then, the equation of ion mot~on both under 
ideal and non ideal con&t~ons IS denved We next descrlbe the concept of nonlinear resonance and the 
con&tions under whch it can take place Subsequently, we descrlbe the phenomenon of resonant excitation 
The Chapter concludes by outhxung the scope of the them 
Chapter 2 presents results of our investigat~on of one nodnear resonance in detail In particular, it 
deals wlth the nodnear resonance occurring at a 13, value of $ (along the a, = 0 axis) under the influence of 
a decapole and hexapole superposit~on We investigate the nodnear Matheu equation analyt~cally by means 
of phase plots and PoincarB sections 1x1 order to understand the ion dynarmcs in the presence of hexapole 
and decapole nodmeanties It IS found that decapole superposition has an effect at first order at P, = 8 
whde hexapole superposlt~on has an effect only at th rd  order Also the hexapole superposltlon induces a 
nonhear resonance w i t h  a very narrow region of q, 
In Chapter 3 we first develop the equatlon of motlon of an Ion subjected to resonant excitation 
m t h n  the Dehmelt approximation regme (qz 5 0 4) The equation of mot~on under t b  approxunation has 
the form of a forced damped Duffing equation with positlve octopole nonhneanty Thu equation IS analyzed 
usrng the method of harmonic balance and a frequency response curve whch exhlbits the jump phenomenon 
bas been obtamed We then extend the analysls to the nodnear Matheu equat~on svlth negatlve octopole 
nodneanty The equat~on of ion motion has the form of a nodnear Matheu equation with additional 
damping and force t e r n  The Harmortlc Balance Based Averagmg (HBBA) technique has been used to 
obtam the slow flow equations The equations thus obtaned are used to generate a frequency response curve 
whch has the same shape as the one obtmned for the Duffing equation We then plot the phase portrarts 
at  Merent secular frequencies m order to vlsuahe the actual dynamcs undergone by the ions We see a 
saddle node bifurcation takmg place at the frequency where the jump occurs 
Chapter 4 presents a  cussi ion on the results presented m Chapten 2 and 3 In part~cular it 
busses the relevance of these results to mass spectrometry N o h e a r  resonances result m erroneous mass 
spectra on account of unexpected ion eject~on Under resonat excitation ~t IS seen that, dependmg on the 
sxgn of nonhemty, scannmg the rf amphtude m one direction gves better resolved mass spectra and a scan 
m the opposite duectlon gvea poorly resolved mass spectra 
Chapter 5 presents a summary of the results 
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